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Mat Colmer is a freelance specialist in building 
performance assessment and research. 
He has spent the last 10 years leading large-scale 
projects that seek to optimise buildings through 
monitoring, learning and continuous improvement.
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Digital Catapult

Developing breakthroughs 
for the UK’s data sharing 
movement
Data driven innovation has the potential to create 
$300bn of  economic value in the next decade
(Mckinsey 2011)



UK digital
market is valued at  

more than 

£100bn

Five centres across the UK

We work across the UK with
• Digital communities
• Innovation clusters
• Businesses (all sizes)
• Public sector
• Research
• Government
• Universities and academics
• Not-for-profit organisations



sharing
closed data 

between 
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sharing personal 
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in a way that’s 
secure and 
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sharing
content and 

licensed data 
more simply

sharing
data generated 

across the 
Internet of  

Things

Our four focus areas 



We help others work together 
We never work alone





UK legal target to reduce GHG emissions by 80% by 
2050

Buildings account for 35% of UK GHG emissions

• The energy used in homes accounts for more than a 
quarter of  energy use in the UK

• More energy is used in housing than either road transport 
or industry (Housing Energy Fact File 2013 - DECC)

What we know that buildings (very) often do not 
perform as well as they are designed to; using more 
energy and emitting more CO2 than the designers 
intended

• Average total domestic carbon emissions 2.6 times higher
than design (Innovate UK BPE programme 2016)

• only 1 of  the 49 non-domestic buildings had actual carbon 
emissions that matched the design estimate

Why is the performance gap important?



Understanding how real buildings 
perform is vitally important

We need to learn and share more 
about the factors and variables 
that influence performance

This learning must lead to 
practical solutions

Why can’t we pass on information 
– we have it, but where does it go?

Research should lead to solutions



In order to improve the performance of  a 
building, it is necessary to understand
exactly what is going on with the building 
from its design intent, during its 
construction and when it is in use

Building performance evaluation (BPE) is 
a form of  review which can be used at 
any point in a building's life to understand 
energy performance, occupant comfort 
and make comparisons with design 
targets to ensure that it is performing as 
intended

What is building performance evaluation?

“I think you should be more explicit 
here in step two”



Building Performance Evaluation programme

https://connect.innovateuk.org/web/building-performance-evaluation



Non-domestic: 48 projects (55 buildings,
49 with detailed data)

• 8 “Early occupation” projects
- 6 months assessment of handover

• 40 “In-use” projects
- 2 years detailed performance monitoring 

and occupant assessment

Domestic: 53 projects (350 homes, 76 
with detailed monitoring data)
• 23 “Early occupation” projects

- 6 months assessment post construction & 
initial occupation 

• 30 “In-use” projects
- 2 years detailed performance monitoring 

and occupant assessment



How the designer 
interpreted it

How the architect 
interpreted it

Building Performance Evaluation – in pictures

What the client 
asked for

Images from www.projectcartoon.com



How the systems 
worked together

How the contractor 
built it

Building Performance Evaluation – in pictures

How the engineers 
commissioned it

Images from www.projectcartoon.com



How it finally 
performed

How the build was 
documented

What the client 
expected

Building Performance Evaluation – in pictures

Images from www.projectcartoon.com



connect.innovateuk.org/web/building-performance-evaluation



Improving performance - interventions pay

Progressive build up of  data 
and better understanding of  
operation enabled the 
Bluebell team to make 
interventions to improve 
performance, particularly 
over the heating season 

Over two years the energy 
demand was reduced by 
26% giving a saving of  
£11.5k 
(€15.5k / $17.4k)



Hmmm?

Ventilation – delivery improvements



Systems may provide inadequate ventilation 
when in use

There can be excessive noise from systems 

Indoor air quality is more stable in MVHR 
equipped houses – although this does not 
necessarily mean that the air quality is good

Installation and commissioning requires a lot of  
attention

Poor maintenance regimes significantly impact 
performance

System usability for occupants requires attention

zerocarbonhub.org.guidance

Real findings



http://radar.gsa.ac.uk/4073/ zerocarbonhub.org.guidance

https://vimeo.com/163384704

For further information

https://vimeo.com/163384704
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Illustration adapted with permission from 'Understanding Overheating – Where to start' (NHBC Foundation NF44, 2012)
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Are we able to identify overheating risks?



zerocarbonhub.org/guidance

Overheating in homes



Practical resources

zerocarbonhub.org/guidance



Introducing the
Building Data Exchange
www.bdx.org.uk
Mat Colmer
Built Environment Specialist
mat.colmer@digicatapult.org.uk



THE BDx AIMS TO….

Unlock

Discover

Innovate

Engage

www.bdx.org.uk @digicatapult



Stimulate the adoption and
exploitation of  data 
1. Open Innovate UK built 

environment data
2. Create access to data to 

encourage learning and 
opportunities for data-driven

3. Accelerate the transfer of  digital 
skills within construction and 
BPE practitioners

THE BDx AIMS TO….

www.bdx.org.uk @digicatapult



Stimulate the adoption and
exploitation of  data strategies

• An on-going programme

• Industry Advisory Group

• Innovation Pit-Stops

• Exchange of data

• Hackathons

GROWING RESOURCE

www.bdx.org.uk @digicatapult









Exchange – very challenging

• What data is important

• Information is not complete 
and uniform

• What is wanted might not exist

• Information is scattered

• Information is not neutral or 
objective - unsure of  
provenance 

• Data is buried in PDFs

• Organisations do not know 
what they have – very poor 
data strategies

• Platforms for sharing are not 
known

• Not all data can be shared

• How do we describe, 
associate and maybe integrate 
data?



mat.colmer@digicatapult.org.uk



Constructing Excellence Sussex Club 
Sussex BIM Region Event

BIM and Building Performance 



Introduction

Building Performance  

BIM & Soft Landings

Case Studies



Pioneers of Building Simulation

In over 140+ countries IES are helping… 
Architects, Engineers, FMs, Cost Consultants, 
BREEAM Assessors, LEED Assessors, Developers, 
ESCOs, Contractors, Local Authorities, Governments 
& Academia

Located in Glasgow, Dublin, Paris, Atlanta, San 
Francisco, Vancouver, Pune, Dubai & Melbourne

VE Technology & IES people at the core of all we do



An Integrated Approach



Building Performance



Building Performance 
“This Agreement…aims to strengthen the global response to the 
threat of climate change by...holding the increase in the global 

temperature to well below 2C above pre-industrial levels and to 
pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5C above 

pre-industrial levels.” 



Building Performance 

The Carbon Trust 



Building Performance 



Building Performance 



Building Performance 

Innovate UK Building Performance Evaluation Programme



Performance Gap



Performance Gap



• Compliance vs Design 
or Actual Energy End 
Uses 

• Better energy 
prediction at design 
stage is fundamental 
to understanding and 
therefore closing the 
Performance Gap. 

Performance Gap



BIM & Soft Landings



BIM & Soft Landings

“A process for the graduated handover of a 
new or refurbished building, where a period of 
professional aftercare by the project team is a 
client requirement – planned for and carried 

out from project inception onwards – and 
lasting for up to three years post-completion”



Building Models

Building Energy Simulation Tools are used
to analyse buildings for a range of 

purposes.  Some of these purposes 
require a specific type of model that is 
specific to its purpose.  However, the 

differences between these model types is 
poorly defined which causes confusion to 

the marketplace.

DESIGN

COMPLIANCE

OPERATIONAL

ENHANCED 
OPERATION



Case Studies 



John Lewis York, UK



Key Points 

 Lateral Technologies tasked with designing JLP’s lowest energy store

 Lateral Tech extensive users of IES-VE technology

 Utilise ApHVAC on each project to right-size plant & save CapEx

 IES Commissioned by Lateral to support efforts on JLP York LZC Design

 IES R&D technology used to deliver enhanced monitoring solution

 M&T platform with a difference – allows overlay of Design vs Real datastreams

 Support Commissioning, M&V, Soft Landing



The Target – innovation required!



Air Temperature

Room CO2

Heating Setpoint

Lighting Gain

Lighting Gain

Lighting Gain

Lighting kWhGL-1A

Beauty TemperatureL6O2S1

Cafe CO2L6O2S1

AHU-1 SA StptL4O8S4

F18C0011

F55F0001

PRTN0003

F1FF0001

F1FF0002

F1FF0003

Total Electricity

Lighting kWhGL-1A

Small Power kWhGL-2B

Catering kWhFL-4C

Mapping Virtual to Real Data Points



Commissioning Support – Chiller Operation



Commissioning Support – FCU Operation



The End Result



HLM Architects



Key Points 



Key Points



Key Points 



Key Points 



Key Points 



Conclusions

Potential Benefits 
Information Modelling

Golden Thread

Share 

Digital Future



Dr Sarah Graham
sarah.graham@iesve.com
@sgraham_IES
Landline: +44 141 945 8500
Mobile: +44 7837 251354
www.iesve.com

mailto:sarah.graham@iesve.com
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